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raised and lowered. I also claim the manner in which I have arranged 
and combined the respective parts of the cutter frame, so that the posi- 
tion of the chisels, and of the other parts connected therewith, may be 
regulated by the turning of the cutter frame upon itsaxis; and the man- 
ner of vibrating this frame by a lateral motion communicated to the said 
axis. ” 

The hemispherical nuts are set into concave beds, on which they have 
free motion, SO that the screws which are used to regulate the height of 
the stone, may always turn without binding. The cutters are raised by 
means of lifters on a revolving shaft, and are so fixed as that the feed of 
the whole of them may be regulated simultaneously. The chisels are 
raised to a given height, by means of springs, which are also capable of 
SirnuItaneouS regulation. 

The subject of stone cutting machines has arrested the attention of 
several different inventors within a short period of time, most probably 
in consequence of the very favorable reports of the success of the ma- 
chine invented and patented by Mr. Hunter, of Scotland, 

89. For a Mczchi?le for Cutiing Grccs.r and Grain; Alexander M. 
Wilson, Rhinebeck, Dutchess county, New York. 

This is a renewed patent, issued in consequence of the destruction of 
the original by fire, at the time the patent office was burnt. This patent 
was noticed at p. 48, vol. xviii. There appears to be some discrepancy 
between the claims made in the original patent, as there stated, and those 
in the renewed instrument. The following are the words of the claim 
as now presented. “What I claim as my,invention in the foregoing 
machine, is the construction of what I call the gathering wheel, with its 
offsets, made in the way described, and having knives or cutters at- 
tached to its lower side; the whole formed and operatillg substantially 
in the manner herein set forth.” 

00. For improvements in tha Machine for cutting Grass and 
Grain; Alexander M. Wilson, Rhinebeck, Dutchess county New York, 
May 15. 

The claim under this patent for an improvement on that last no- 
ticed, embraces a sliding gear above the gathering wheel, in combina- 
tion with a hinge guard plate under the front edge of the wheel, and the 
clutch box upon the shaft, to allow of the adaptation of the knives and 
gathering wheel to uneven ground; and also to the manner of balrtncing 
the machine. 

A machine very similar to this, in appearance, is shown in Loudon’s 
Encycl,opedia of Agriculture, p. 423, third edition. The gathering 
wheel and knives, however, are circular, instead of having breaks, as in 
Mr. Wilson’s. We believe that the difficulties which presented them- 
selves in the Scotch machine have no: been removed; there appears to 
be too much complexity in the instrument itself, and a considerable 
wasie of power in moving the gathering wheel and its load, where the 
croh is heavy. 

91. For Boats for Canals, Brzyys, &c.; Abraham Morrison, Johns- 
town, Cambria county, Pennsylvania, May 15. (See specification.) 


